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Jews, Visigoths, and the Muslim Conquest of

Spain

Larry J. Simon

One of the most persistent myths of modern historiography asserts

that the Jewish communities of the Visigothic Kingdom collaborated

with the Arab and Berber invaders of the Iberian Peninsula in the

year 711. Writing over a century ago, Reinhart P. Dozy stated that

the "Jews rose in revolt, and placed themselves at the disposal of the

Moslems." Evariste Levi-Provencal, Dozy's most celebrated pupil,

explains in his Histoire de I'Espagne musalmane that it was the

Jews who opened the gates of Toledo, the Visigothic capital, to the

forces of Tarik b. Ziyad. W. Montgomery Watt, author of a well-

known survey on Islamic Spain, writes that "the Jews may have

encouraged the Muslims to invade, and the North African Jews were

doubtless ready to give what information they possessed." Later,

Watt asserts that the Jews "actively aided" the Muslim conquest.

Joseph F. O'Callaghan and Anwar Chejne, authors of standard texts

in their respective specialties of Christian and Islamic Spain, inform

their readers of the "collaboration" and "encouragement" given the

Arabs by the "disgruntled Jews." One writer even asserts that a

"detachment of Jewish soldiers (perhaps related to Hispano-Jews

exiled to the Maghreb) accompanied the invaders."^

Larry J. Simon, this year's Theodore Saloutos Award winner,

received a B.S. from the University of Southern Colorado, a B.A.

from Loyola Marymount University, and completed an M.A. in

history at the University of California, Los Angeles. He is currently

working on his Ph.D. dissertation regarding the conquest and

resettlement of Majorca in Barcelona, Spain.
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This myth is particularly ubiquitous. Spanish historians, for

example, are in fairly uniform agreement. The accusation of Jewish

collaboration is accepted by Claudio Sanchez-Albornoz in his La

Espana musalmana; he particularly emphasizes the role that the

Jews played in garrisoning Cordoba. Enrique Florez, the Augustinian

friar who began in 1747 the collection of sources known as Espana

sagrada, writes in a dedication to Fernando VI of the "perfidy" of

the Jews. 2 Pascual de Gayangos y Acre, one of the most

distinguished Arabists that Spain produced in the nineteenth

century, writes that "on the invasion of Spain by the Berbers, the

Jews, who expected to be delivered by them from the state of

oppression in which they lived, every where made common cause

with them. "3 Jose Amador de los Rios, Antonio Ballesteros y Beretta,

and Francisco Cantera Burgos are all in agreement that the Jews

conspired and supported the Muslims. Jose Orlandis, in his recent

and well-received history of Visigothic Spain, makes it clear that

Jewish assistance was a major factor contributing to the rapid and

complete Muslim success.'*

Jewish historians are well represented on the list of those who
believe that the Jews eagerly supported the Muslim invasion. Salo

W. Baron chides his readers that the "active revenge of decimated

Spanish Jewry on their Visigothic oppressors need not be doubted."

Although Baron warned against "gross exaggerations by later

Christian chroniclers," he believes that the Jews opened the gates of

the city of Toledo to the Muslim conquerors while the "Christians

were assembled in their churches on Palm Sunday," and argues that

the relative lack of forces "made the invaders dependent on Jewish

assistance there [Spain] even more than elsewhere." In an article of

considerable importance for this paper, Norman Roth lists Heinrich

Graetz, the "Father of Jewish History," and Nahum Slouschz as

subscribers to this theory. Eliyahu Ashtor, the foremost scholar of

Jewish life in Muslim Spain, contends: "Everywhere the Jews rose

up and volunteered aid to the Moslems in their war of conquest."^

Why, most historians would ask, would the Jews not have

collaborated with the Muslim invaders? "Whereas the Jews were

violently mistreated by the Visigothic kings," asserts Americo Castro,

"they will now be protected and sheltered by the kings of Spain for

the eight centuries of reconquest." Even many historians who are

less optimistic than Castro still see a "Golden Age of Spanish

Jewry" sandwiched between violent persecution by the Visigoths and

increasing intolerance by the Almoravids and Almohads. One writer

mentions a number of restrictive Visigothic laws before anachron-

istically maintaining that: "To reward the Jews for being a fifth
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column, the caliphs of Cordoba treated them kindly. Under the

Moors, Jews became knights, physicians, scholars, and poets. "^ S. M.

Imamuddin writes that under the Visigoths the "intelligentsia and

wealthy section of the population, e.g. the Jews, were exterminated

and expelled from the country. With the arrival of the Muslims,

however, came prosperity "^ In more than one publication,

Imamuddin quotes the Cambridge Medieval History: "The legal

status of the Jews improved under the Muslims. The destructive

policy of the Visigoths was succeeded by wide toleration and

freedom." Israel Zinberg, expressing the opinion of countless others,

sees the Arabs as bringing "genuine liberation," for prior to when

the "Arabs settled on the Iberian peninsula, the Jews lived there in a

degraded, depressed condition. The fanatical Visigoths who ruled

Spain persecuted them severely...."^

Determining whether or not the period 711 to 1031 is

appropriately labeled the "Golden Age of Spanish Jewry," and

whether or not Jewish status as "people of the book" (ahl al-kitab)

and "people of the contract" [ahl al-dhimmah) is "genuine

liberation" is beyond the scope of this paper. It is obvious, however,

that any vision of this "Golden Age" in 711 by the Jewish

community is little more than wishful thinking and is enormously

unfounded, and that any historical argument ex post facto is more

than enormously fallacious. One simply cannot correctly assert that

the Jews aided and abetted the Muslims because they were, over the

next three centuries, to be treated well. One can argue logically that

the Jews were led to treachery, and possibly treason, by their harsh

treatment at the hands of the Visigoths. And even more historians

than those who believe the charge of collaboration with the Muslims

accept as fact and common knowledge the invidious and systematic

persecution of the Jews by the Visigoths.

Most of the historians previously cited concur with a negative

evaluation of Visigothic treatment of the Jews. Watt, for example,

sees the persecution of the Jews as one of "three main factors"

behind the decline and fall of the Visigothic Kingdom. Chejne writes

that "the Jews, who played an important role in the economic life of

the country, were subjected to such harsh measures as forced

baptism, confiscation of property, and persecution."^ R. Dykes

Shaw, in an article entitled "The Fall of the Visigothic Power in

Spain," details a policy of relentless persecution of Jews. He
concludes that they "were despoiled of their goods, robbed of their

children, compelled to apostasize. It was decreed that they must not

act, or speak, or think, in any way that would offend the true faith."

In arriving at this conclusion, Shaw indicts the Catholic church in
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Spain, decries a monarchy that has "thrown itself into the hands of

the ecclesiastics" and proclaims the general decadence and cultural

bankruptcy of Visigothic Spain. ^° Eduardo Saavedra, in his dated

Estudio sobre la invasion de los Arabes en Espana, states that the

Jews had "only oppression and misery to expect from the established

government. "^^

Given the widespread scholarly belief in the Visigothic persecution

of Jews and the concomitant conviction that the Jews collaborated

with the Muslim invaders of Spain, this study will critically examine

the evidence used to support these contentions. A historiographical

examination of the literature, incorporating a number of recent

studies, reveals that Visigothic persecution of Jews was neither as

uniformly pervasive, successful, nor as racially or religiously hate-

inspired as is usually argued. In determining the extent of Jewish

collaboration with the Muslims, a thorough examination of all

pertinent Christian and Muslim sources will be made. The Christian

sources are either in Latin or Spanish, and fortunately, the Muslim

sources for the conquest are in French, Spanish, or occasionally

English translation from the Arabic.^^ Norman Roth has similarly

undertaken such a study. ^^ The conclusions here echo his findings,

but Roth neglects a number of the sources, especially the Latin ones,

and does not systematically treat the sources item-by-item. As such

his findings merit independent confirmation.

Historians frequently approach the question of Visigothic

treatment of the Jews as if it is a perfectly logical stage in the

transition of Jewish-Christian relations that begins with the triumph

of Christianity in the Roman Empire and ends with the expulsion

of the Jews from European countries such as England and Spain

and the ghetto experience of German and Italian Jews. Solomon
Grayzel points out that Jewish ghettos were not an unexpected

development in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, as they had

"been long in the making, through conciliar decrees, collections of

canon laws, royal edicts, papal decrees, and city charters. "^^ In an

article entitled "The Beginnings of Exclusion," Grayzel begins his

discussion with the Council of Elvira (306) in southern Spain. The
year 589 is, for Grayzel, even more significant in that it is the date in

which a "cooperative effort between Church and State" was

instituted in Spain. King Reccared I (586-601), whose recent

conversion from Arian to Catholic Christianity behooved the other

Gothic nobility to do likewise, stood firmly behind the decrees of the

Third Council of Toledo (589). Exemplary of these -decrees is the

mandate that all children of a religiously mixed marriage (forbidden

in the Theodosian Code) be baptized and raised as Christians.
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Grayzel, who devotes four of his eleven pages to the Visigoths, then

cites King Sisebut who, in 613, did "not even call a council before

ordering the Jews either to leave the country or join the Church. "^^

Next, Grayzel discusses the Fourth Council of Toledo (633) which

passed decrees urging:

...that former converts be compelled to retain their new

faith or be treated as blasphemers, to lose their children

or their slaves if any of them had been circumcised, for

converts to have no contact with unconverted Jews, for

converted children of Jews to be brought up away from

parental influence but retain their rights of inheritance,

for a Jew who marries a Christian to be forced to join the

Church, and for a convert whose sincerity was suspected

to be excluded from testimony in a court of law.^®

In Grayzel's opinion the "next logical step" was taken at the Sixth

Council of Toledo (638) when King Chintila declared there to be no

room in his kingdom for anybody but Christians. "The Jews—now
presumably all Christians—had to make a humble declaration

(placitum) detailing all the ways and rites of Judaism from which

they were going to abstain thereafter." Grayzel closes by mentioning

the new constitution of King Reccesuinth which forbade "all Jewish

rites and observances."^^

A far more detailed picture of Visigothic treatment of the Jews

than Grayzel's is given in Aloysius Ziegler's Church and State in

Visigothic Spain. This work judiciously blends what secondary

material was in existence in 1930 with a fairly thorough study of the

original sources. Its lucid order and direct, vigorous style recommend

it still as a basic introduction to the topic. Ziegler first discusses the

Lex Romana Visigothorum or Breviary of Alaric II. He notes that

although the Jewish population was placed under considerable

restriction (they were forbidden to molest converts from their faith to

Christianity, proselytize, acquire Christian slaves, or hold military or

civil office), their existence was protected. They were free to repair

synagogues, observe festivals, and were not to be disturbed on the

Sabbath. Ziegler mentions that no new legislation of importance

concerning the Jews was enacted until 589. At that point Jews were

once again forbidden to hold public office or purchase Christian

slaves, and, as in the Theodosian Code, were forbidden to have

Christian wives or concubines. The council further declared that

Christian slaves introduced into any Jewish rite (e.g., circumcision)

were to be freed and restored to Christianity. King Sisebut passed
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further laws forbidding slave ownership, marriage to Christians, or

proselytism, and attached more drastic penalties. Ziegler also

maintains there is evidence that Sisebut imposed on his Jewish

subjects "compulsory conversion to Christianity or exile. "^^ Isidore

of Seville censured Sisebut for this, much as the Fourth Council of

Toledo (633) censured all Christians for forced conversions, though

the council decreed that Christians created in this manner should

remain as Christians and not apostasize.

Among the other legislation of the Fourth Council one finds that

baptized Jews were not to associate with unbaptized ones, even if

they were their parents (though converts retained inheritance rights),

children of mixed unions were required to be reared as Christians,

baptized Jews who fell away from the church were not to testify in

court, and as usual, Jews were not to discharge public offices or hold

Christian slaves. ^^ The Sixth Council (638) confirmed many of these

ordinances, and spoke of King Chintila as if he sought to ensure

that none but Christians remain in Spain. Ziegler adds that:

Under Chintila the baptized Jews were required to

present a placitum in which after a long profession of

faith and abjuration of Judaism they bound themselves to

observe only Catholic rites and to accept responsibility for

the religious conduct of all members of their families;

they obliged themselves to stone to death apostates from

Christianity over whom they had potestas and to

denounce any others to the proper authorities under

penalty of confiscation. 20

Ziegler then explains how Recessuinth sought a policy of

conversion or destruction, but the Eighth Council of Toledo (653)

decreed nothing more rigorous than the decrees of the Fourth

Council. Recessuinth, however, in 654 "took it upon himself to issue

a series of laws which made the p>osition of the Jews quite

unbearable. They were forbidden to follow the observances of their

cult—circumcision, the Sabbath and Jewish festivals, their food

laws." In some instances all laws carried the death penalty. And like

Chintila, he required all Jews who had been baptized to sign a

placitum. The Ninth Council of Toledo (655) insisted that baptized

Jews should attend, on the feasts of both the Old and New
Testaments, the services held by the bishop. The Tenth Council

(656) once again forbade clerics to sell Christian slaves^ to Jews. This

conciliar legislation is minor when compared with the twenty-eight

laws against the Jews presented to the Twelfth Council (681) by
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King Erwig for approval, and which he later incorporated in his

own law code. Although Ziegler accepts the assertion by Paul a

Wengen that Julian, the metropolitan of Toledo, was also

responsible for this legislation, F. X. Murphy has recently repudiated

this view. 21 In the course of his decrees Erwig rescinded the death

penalty decrees of Recessuinth, and all of Erwig's legislation, save

one decree, was similar in tone to previous enactments. That one

decree, however, "was the obligation placed upon the Jews to abjure

their religion within a year under pain of exile and confiscation of

property. "22 Erwig placed the responsibility for enforcement in the

hands of the clergy, and warned bishops against possible avarice or

lukewarmness in pursuit of this matter.

King Egica adopted another line of attack against the Jews. He

did not force them into baptism, but "they were forbidden to engage

in foreign commerce and to trade with Christians; they were obliged

to sell to the fiscus at its own terms all slaves, buildings, lands,

vineyards, olive groves, or other real property which they had at any

time acquired from Christians. "23 This law was passed by the

Sixteenth Council (693), and was so effective, according to Ziegler,

that the Jews entered into a conspiracy with their brethren in Africa.

Egica and the Seventeenth Council (694) retaliated swiftly:

All the Jews were declared enslaved to Christian

masters, who were to see to it that no Jewish rites were

practiced. The goods were confiscated to the fiscus, and

their children after attaining the age of seven were to be

taken from them and reared as Christians.2'*

Ziegler reports that Septimanian Jews, at the request of Egica, were

exempted from this fate (apparently for economic reasons), but he

does not know the specifics of the success or failure of this new

decree.

Ziegler is always concerned m attaching more blame to the state

than to the church. He notes that the legislation of Sisebut was

rejected by the bishops, and that, although the Sixth Council of

Toledo concurred with King Chintila's conversion policy, they

repudiated the compulsory conversion attempt spearheaded by

Recessuinth. Erwig, Ziegler notes, drew up his policy without

church assistance, and the Seventeenth Council passed its law only

by royal request: "The king almost invariably took the lead in the

matter and the councils followed, except on the occasions when they

resisted the fanaticism of the rulers. "2^ Although Father Ziegler's

book was published by the Catholic University of America Press,
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and his language throughout indicates a degree of special pleading,

most of his conclusions are not without considerable justification.

Solomon Katz agrees with much of Ziegler's reading of the royal

and conciliar legislation. Katz argues, however, that whether "more

blame attaches to the king then to the councils is a moot point."^*

He attributes the persecution to the union of the two, and quotes

Montesquieu in the French to help establish his point:

The bishops had an immense authority at the court of

the Visigoths, the most important affairs were decided in

the councils. To the code of the Visigoths we owe all the

maxims, all the principles, and all the views of the

inquisition ^7

Pages ten through twenty-two of Katz's book, part of the chapter

entitled "Conversion of Jews to Christianity," summarize the

Visigothic legislation but add very little new material to the

cumulative stack of scholarly knowledge. One of the major

advantages of Katz's work is that it is the first study in English to

attempt a comprehensive view of the Jews in Visigothic Spain and

Prankish Gaul.^^ Katz ranges over a number of topics, treating anti-

Jewish polemics, proselytism, religious practices, the organization of

synagogues and Jewish schools, the civil and legal status of Jews,

jurisdiction in court cases involving Jews, and closing with his most

challenging topic
—"The Economic Life of the Jews." The results

are occasionally disappointing, as Katz lacks an overall scheme and

is forced all too frequently to use the same evidence in different

contexts. This sometimes results in disconcertingly different interpre-

tations of the same source. In one place Katz relates "whether

learned Spanish Jews took up the controversy and replied to

Isadore's arguments by counter treatises in Latin, as Graetz believes,

is doubtful." Katz later affirms the suggestion "that the Jews of

Visigothic Spain wrote anti-Christian works in Latin. "^^ Still it

must not be without some justification that Katz's book is so

frequently cited. Certainly Katz's interpretation is considered

standard.

E. A. Thompson's The Goths in Spain, a very recent and well-

received work, does not differ substantially from Katz. Thompson
frequently refers to the Jews, and in his conclusion, he asks:

"How...can we account for their [the Visigoths] savage legislation

against the Jews, legislation that was enacted by king after king and

confirmed by council after council for over a century?" Thompson
cannot answer his own question. He notes that Jews were found in
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several classes of Spanish society, and that "there is no indication in

our sources of any popular feeling against them." Thompson closes

his discussion of the Jews by noting that this "sustained, systematic,

and nation-wide policy of extermination" may have "contributed to

the utter destruction of those who initiated and enforced it/'^o

Is it possible, in the face of such expert testimony, to offer a

substantially different opinion of Visigothic-Jewish relations? At

least one historian, Bernard S. Bachrach, has answered in the

affirmative. Bachrach 's article in the American Historical Review

caused waves in the relatively placid sea of Visigothic studies and

ripples in both Medieval and Jewish studies which have still not

subsided. 31 Bachrach begins by attempting to view the anti-Jewish

legislation in the context of an environment typified by: "a weak

monarchy, a dependent Church, and a prosperous Jewish

community. ..."32 There were eighteen kings, at least seven of which

were deposed or murdered, from no less than fifteen different

families in the period 589-711. Following Reccared's conversion in

589, the Visigothic kings fought for and obtained responsibility over

ecclesiastical and spiritual matters:

Visigothic monarchs appointed metropolitans and

bishops, called councils and approved their acts, created

new dioceses, and redrew the boundaries of already

existing ones. The king's court was the court of the last

instance in some and perhaps all ecclesiastical cases; the

king ordered unqualified laymen to be obtained as

priests, he had bishops defrocked, and he exercised power

in numerous other ecclesiastical areas. ^3

The Jewish community, which predated the Visigoths, was "rich,

large, and influential." Jews engaged in extensive missionary

activity, even perhaps attempting to proselytize Arian Goths,

"controlled noteworthy numbers of slaves, engaged in local and

long-distance trade on a large scale, owned landed estates, held both

military and civilian offices in the Visigothic government, and took

part in military activities. "3^ By first sketching this environment,

Bachrach assumes an immediate advantage in arguing his case that

no legislation of any sort takes place in a vacuum.

In regard to Reccared's laws concerning the offspring of Jewish-

Christian unions, Bachrach notes that, according to Jewish law and

custom, one is Jewish only if born of a Jewish mother or if one goes

through a formal conversion. If a Christian mistress of a Jewish

man gave birth, the child would not be considered a Jew. If the
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child is raised a Christian, this is not forcible conversion. It is only

"reasonable for the Church to have been concerned about the

spiritual and material welfare of a non-Jewish bastard born of a

Christian woman living in sin...."^^ By contrast, accordmg to

Jewish custom, a Jewish mistress of a Christian man who "willingly

and openly" lived with him would be considered dead by her family,

and it was obligatory on the part of the Jewish community to stone

her to death. Bachrach thus finds no reason for the Jewish

community to be alarmed at the legislation. He finds that Reccared

has done little but "accept the laws of his Arian predecessors who
are generally regarded as having been tolerant. "^^ In addition,

Bachrach notes that Reccared eliminated the death penalty for

offenses listed in the laws of Alaric II, that he refused to approve acts

injurious to Jews passed at a provincial synod at Narbonne (589),

and that he ignored Pope Gregory I's request that the king intervene

to halt the Jewish-controlled slave trade at Narbonne. Bachrach

suggests the possibility that the Jews at Narbonne supported the

army of Reccared who suppressed a revolt there and that Reccared

was therefore rewarding his political friends.

Liuva, Witteric, and Gundemar "made no effort to enforce the

existing anti-Jewish laws and they promulgated no new anti-Jewish

laws. "3^ Sisebut, it may be recalled, embarked on a severe anti-Jewish

policy. And when he realized his laws were "not being enforced, he

attempted to bring about the forced conversion of all Jews in the

Visigothic Kingdom. "^e jn attempting to explain this policy,

scholars have advanced religious piety, economic gain, and foreign

policy as possible motivations. Bachrach is able, for reasons too

involved to review here, to refute these three possibilities. He notes

that many elements of church and society opposed Sisebut's

conversion policy, and that the original enactments of Sisebut had

strong political motivation. "By legislating the freedom of all

Christian slaves owned by Jews, Sisebut probably hoped to create a

class of people whose interest lay in supporting the king against

their former owners, a policy that resembles in many ways the one

followed by Bishop Agobard of Lyons in the ninth century. "^^ The
reason Sisebut targeted the Jewish community was that it had not

supported his claim to the throne.

Suinthila, Sisebut's successor, did not enforce the anti-Jewish laws,

and in fact, encouraged the Jews who had entered exile to return.

The next monarch, Sisenand, returned to the anti-Jewish policy of

Sisebut and even gained church support for his program. He
attacked the status of Jews in government and he sought to weaken

the economic strength of the Jewish community. It should be noted.
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however, that he opp>osed forced conversion, and he recognized that

the revival of an anti-Jewish campaign would meet with opposition.

Sisenand therefore decreed that those laymen, clerics, and even

bishops who continued to protect and champion the cause of the

Jews would be anathematized. Supporters of the policies of the

predecessors of Sisenand rose against him on at least two occasions.

Bachrach considers it quite normal that Sisenand, having overthrown

a pro-Jewish monarch, pursued an anti-Jewish path.

Chintila, the next Visigothic king, promulgated a general psolicy

of repression aimed at all who opposed his rule. His reign was

characterized by civil war, and it is only in this context that

Bachrach feels one is justified in evaluating Chintila's ratification of

previous anti-Jewish legislation. The Jews had not supported

Chintila's claim to the throne, and Chintila returned the favor by

requiring Jews to emigrate or to convert and sign a placitum. Little

is known about the success of Chintila's conversion policy. Even less

is known about Chintila's son Tulga who was deposed in 642 by the

pro-Jewish Chindasuinth. Bachrach feels that he has uncovered a

definite pattern. He writes that:

...it seems reasonable to hypothesize that the Jews, as a

formidable faction on the Visigothic scene, were supporters

of Suinthila and Chindasuinth and were opposed to

Sisebut, Sisenand, Chintila, and Tulga. The violent

nature of the Visigothic royal succession strongly suggests

that, for example, a noble like Chindasuinth who sought

to overthrow the dynasty of Chintila would first try to

obtain the support of the Jewish party that suffered under

the policies of the dynasty. Therefore, while the issue of

Jewish "liberties" was very probably not a casus belli for

the various Gothic noblemen who sought to seize the

throne, the position of the Jewish faction may well have

been an important factor in determining the nature of the

Jewish policy pursued by the king, whether he was a

successful rebel or a legitimate monarch.*"

Chindasuinth was indeed pro-Jewish. He put to death hundreds

of influential Goths but at no time persecuted the Jews. He failed to

enforce the convert or emigrate policy, and he utilized Jews in

government. His only anti-Jewish measure (Christians were not to

practice Jewish rites) seems aimed at halting conversions to Judaism,

a surprising necessity on the heels of the legislation of Sisebut,

Sisenand, and Chintila. Recessuinth, who succeeded his father to the
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throne, reversed the comparative tolerance of Chindasuinth toward

the Jews. Proof of earher nonenforcement of most legislation can be

taken from one of Recessuinth's major decrees that all prior anti-

Jewish enactments were to be enforced until specifically repealed.

Recessuinth, himself, produced evidence at the Tenth Council of

Toledo that the Jews were still buying Christian slaves from clerics.

Most historians see Recessuinth as a "religious fanatic"; Bachrach

produces evidence from a chronicle that characterizes Recessuinth as

"easygoing" and "debauched." Recessuinth granted numerous

pardons in the course of his reign, and the key. according to

Bachrach, is that "he favored men whom his father had driven out,

men who had helped to formulate and enforce Chintila's anti-Jewish

policy. It is hardly surprising therefore that he, too, took an anti-

Jewish position. "^^ It is, moreover, entirely possible that his anti-

Jewish policy not only remained unenforced but even aroused little

interest. The Ninth Council was at best a regional synod, and the

Tenth Council was attended by only twenty-two bishops or their

representatives, compared to seventy-two in attendance at the Third

Council of Toledo in 589.

Wamba, following Recessuinth, did not enforce anti-Jewish

legislation despite the fact that Jews in Narbonne m.ilitarily

supported a rebel force that Wamba crushed. Erwig succeeded

Wamba, and promptly embarked on a twenty-eight point anti-

Jewish policy. Most of the points are either relatively standard or

relate to enforcement: abbots should not employ Jews, bishops

should not have sexual relations with Jewish women, officials are

liable for a seventy-two solidi fine for nonenforcement of Jewish

policy, and anyone accepting a bribe for not reporting viola-

tions also must pay a fine. His one very serious point (all Jews

must either emigrate or convert) was clearly not enforced. His

successor Egica, indicating that there were still many Jews in Spain

in 693, "thought it necessary to strike at their capacity to earn a

living by issuing a series of laws aimed at crippling the economy of

the Jewish community. "^2 Although many scholars have viewed

Egica as a religious fanatic, Bachrach sees his policies, aimed at the

economic base of the Jewish community, as trying to "eliminate a

potential source of financial and other support that had previously

been available to many non-Jewish enemies. "^^ Egica clearly had

enemies. At the Sixteenth Council he legislated against Bishop

Sisebut of Toledo who had attempted to overthrow him. Egica had

all conspirators condemned, their property confiscated, and

descendants barred from public office. Only a year later, Egica called

the Seventeenth Council of Toledo (694) and spoke of confessions
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from Jews who were plotting his overthrow with their corehgionists

and exiled brethren, presumably in North Africa. The council

promptly responded by attempting to strip all Jews of their property

and reduce them to slavery.

Dozy, who is supported on this point by Imamuddin and a host

of other scholars, states that: "there is no doubt that these decrees

were executed in all their rigour."^^ Ernest L. Abel, for example, is

explicit that "all Jews, baptized or otherwise,...were deprived of all

their property and were reduced to perpetual slavery. "'^ Bachrach,

interestingly enough, ventures no guess on the extent to which these

laws were carried into practice. He insists, however, that the Jews

had in fact entered into a conspiracy. He chides historians to

remember that this is seventh-century Spain, not Hitler's Germany

or Stalin's Russia, and announces that he "can find no reason to

conclude that Jews did not scheme to overthrow Egica."''^ The
problem, however, is that neither Bachrach, nor anyone else, can

find any evidence, except Egica's assertion, to substantiate this

Jewish plot of 694. All that is known about this revolt, or conspiracy

to revolt, comes' from the enactments of the Seventeenth Council.

Consequently, the precise historical nature of this alleged event may
never be known. There may not have been any plot at all. The
provisions of the council may merely have reflected an anti-Jewish

phobia. More probably, the enactments may have reflected the

phobia of Egica; his enthronement was considerably less stable than

any self-respecting monarch would have deemed satisfactory. It is

also possible that it was not a phobia so much as a well-designed

ploy on the part of Egica. In any case, Egica stated in the preamble

of the Seventeenth Council of Toledo that he had "recently

discovered by clear confessions that they [the Jews] were having

consultations with other Jews across the sea, in order that they

might act together against the Christian race." The council declared

that "not only did they knowingly disturb the condition of the

church, but they even sought with tyrannical audacity to cause the

ruin of the fatherland and of all the people of the universe...." The
bishops passed their decrees "by the command of our most pious

King Egica. "^^ If the conspiracy was indeed a flight of Egica's

imagination, and the council was merely bowing to the legislative

desires of the king, it is clear that bishops and judges would find

ways and means to subvert the regulations. And if all Jews were

exiled or reduced to slavery and compelled to convert, there would

have been no Jews in Spain to collaborate with the Muslim

invaders.

Bachrach next explains that little is known concerning King
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Witiza, successor to Egica, as no further conciliar documents have

survived. He then writes that the "Jews, who opposed Roderic's

supjDorters and alhed with the Muslims, seized a large number of

cities, and some cities, including Seville, Cbrdova, and Toledo, the

most important in Spain, received Jewish garrisons." This contention

will be examined critically later in this essay. It is clear, nonetheless,

that the bulk of Bachrach's interpretation of Visigothic-Jewish

relations is well-substantiated. From 589 to 711 only seven Visigothic

kings followed anti-Jewish policies. At least nine monarchs

"pursued policies that varied from benign neglect of the Jews to

support of the Jews."*^

Simple logic indicates that many historians, such as Grayzel or

Ziegler, do not give an accurate picture. No chronicles as

comprehensive as Gregory of Tours for the Franks or Paul the

Deacon for the Lombards survive from the Visigothic era. No
correspondence and very little other contemporary literature, save the

legal enactments of kings and councils, exist to be employed by

historians. There simply is no way of judging the extent of

enforcement. The fact that Jews were being prohibited from certain

actions indicates that they were engaging in the activities with some

regularity. And the fact that the laws are so frequently repetitious

would seem to indicate that earlier prohibitions were not being

enforced.

Several factors have distorted the work of pre-Bachrach historians

of Jewish-Visigothic relations. First, there has been a tendency for

the "Church" to be seen as monolithic and for the word to be used

as a synonym for members, divisions, or isolated enactments of the

church. Concerning the Visigothic era historians have failed to

realize that the kings exercised a powerful, occasionally even

commanding, influence on the "official policy" of the church but

did not and could not dictate the general attitude of the church and

churchmen. Second, historians have at times misunderstood the

motives for certain decrees. The Fourth Council of Toledo (633), for

example, argued that Sisebut's policy of compulsory conversion was

wrong in principle, but that Jews baptized in such a manner were

not free to apostasize. Historians have rightly noted the persecution

inherent in this refusal but have failed to note the reason for it—the

objective, transcendental validity with which the council viewed

sacraments and the value attributed to acts such as baptism and

communion. Third, there has been a reluctance to realize the extent

of the size and strength of the Jewish community in Visigothic

Spain. Thompson writes that "although they are mentioned all too

often in the laws, they are not known to have been very numerous
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in Spain. They cannot be said to have occupied any very important

position in the society of the kingdom. "^^ But if all that survives in

abundance for this age is legislation and the legislation indicates

that the Jews were of great concern to some monarchs, perhaps the

original assumption needs to be reevaluated. Fourth, there is a

prevalent, modern image of the passive and suffering Jew. Salo

Baron labeled this theme the "lachrymose conception" of Jews and

was upset with the "eternal self-pity" which he observed in Jewish

historiography. Historians have been unaware, though some

Christian historians have just been reluctant to admit, that in the

early Middle Ages the Jews proselytized extensively and enjoyed

considerable success. 5° Evidence does not survive that allows anyone

to guess at the extent of Jewish proselytism in Visigothic Spain,

though Visigothic kings were repeatedly compelled to outlaw

conversion.

Bachrach is not alone in arguing that the Jewish question for the

Visigothic kings was above all a political one. Jeremy Adams, in a

little-known article that appeared independent of, but correlative to,

Bachrach 's paper, argued that the Visigothic kings were indeed

inconsistent in their policy toward the Jews.^^ Adams indicates that

while the Jews were separated for specific condemnation, he believes

that the Visigoths were essentially interested in establishing a

homogeneous population loyal to the throne. Although kings

achieved little, if any, success in this direction, the problem of the

Jews represented not so much a religious as a political dilemma.

Nor is Bachrach's portrait of Jews in Visigothic Spain unlike

portraits of Jewish communities in other Christian kingdoms. In

Juijs et Chretiens dans le monde occidental, 430-1096, Bernhard

Blumenkranz finds a vital and socioeconomically potent Jewish

community, which enjoyed a relatively smooth rapport with

Christians, to have existed in the Carolingian empire.^^ 'Yhe Jewish

community of Visigothic Spain was large, active, politically

important, and, although subjected to the broadswords of several

monarchs, there is reason to believe Jews were willing, able, and

effective at parrying.

The events surrounding the Muslim invasion of the Iberian

peninsula only a year after the death of the Visigothic King Witiza

are enormously confusing. To conclusively unravel the often

conflicting evidence in the accounts of the conquest would require a

book of its own. The accounts and conjectures of many modern

historians could provide at least a chapter or two of comic relief in

such a book. It seems probable, however, that Visigothic Spain was

engaged in a massive civil war. This war centered on a dispute
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between Roderic, the newly elected king, who controlled Toledo and

enjoyed the support of much of the church, and Witiza's son Achila,

who was proclaimed as king and enjoyed the following of a sizeable

faction known historically as the Witizanos." Rather than support

Roderic as king, the Witizanos allegedly sent envoys to Africa

seeking Muslim assistance.

Count Julian, a very mysterious character in history, also seems to

have been involved in this civil war. Modern authors have identified

him variously as a Byzantine exarch in charge of Ceuta, one of the

last Christian outposts in Islamic North Africa; or a Christian

Berber, leader of the Ghumara tribe, loyal subject of Witiza and

sometimes even defender of Tangier against the Muslims; or as a

Gothic noble who was Lord of Algeciras and Cadiz on the Spanish

side of the straits of Gibraltar.^^ One author even engages in a flight

of imagination to the point of writing:

When King Witiza, who favored tolerance for the Jews,

was deposed in favor of the warrior-noble Roderigo, the

sympathizers of Witiza, mainly the entire Jewish popu-

lation, but also a few Christian noblemen, conspired to

rid the kingdom of Rodrigo's rule. Count Julian, a Jew,

hated Rodrigo. ... Although Rodrigo's troops numbered

100,000, his army was routed because of rampant

treachery on the part of his Jewish troops and followers

of Witiza. In a single, decisive battle, Visigothic Spain

became the Spain of Al-Andalus, and the course of

Spanish history was changed completely— largely due to

the treachery of one well-placed Jew and his jellows.^^

(Emphasis added.)

What is fairly certain is that Count Julian contributed to the

downfall of Roderic. In Muslim sources there is also the story that

Roderic violated Count Julian's daughter when she was in Toledo

and that Julian was motivated by personal vengeance when he aided

the Muslims. There is little reason to treat this story as anything

more than legend. "It was relatively common, of course, for

medieval people to explain social and political phenomena whose

motives were incomprehensible to them by imputing events to the

personal quirks of one leader or another. "^^

Regardless of Count Julian's motives, it is likely that the

proximity of Spain to North Africa would have led the Muslims to

attempt conquest on their own. Though details are meagre, there is

evidence in fact, both Muslim and Christian, to suggest that in 675-
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676 the Muslims attempted a substantial military expedition to the

Iberian peninsula.^^ In the summer of 710 Musa b. Nusair, governor

of North Africa, sent a small reconnoitering expedition led by Tarlf

(the city of Tarifa is said to bear his name) to the southern tip of the

Iberian peninsula. He returned with enough booty, mainly from

Algeciras, to cause Musa to then send his Berber lieutenant Tari^c b.

Ziyad with a force of seven thousand men.^^ In April 711 T^rilf^

landed on the rock of Gibraltar (Djabal at-Tarik) to which he gave

his name. T^rik occupied Algeciras, sent for and received an

additional five thousand troops from Musa, and proceeded toward

Seville. Roderic, who had been quelling a revolt among the Basques,

hastened to the south where he assembled an army of considerably

less than the 100,000 asserted in the chronicles. Battle was fought

from July 19 to July 23, 711.59

Roderic's forces suffered absolute defeat. Many of his troops

defected, including perhaps the supporters of Witiza, Sisebert, and

Oppa, who commanded flanks of the army. Roderic himself

disappeared on the battlefield and was neither found nor heard from

again, though a later tradition has him buried in Portugal. Xarik

immediately realized his advantage and pressed north, eventually

taking Toledo. Not to be outdone by his lieutenant, Musa b. Nusair

landed in Spain in 712 with an army of eighteen thousand. He
headed for and conquered Seville and then proceeded north, taking a

number of cities along the way, until he joined forces with Tarik at

Talavera outside of Toledo. Mus3 had coins struck at Toledo with

the inscription Amir Muse jilius Nusir and the Muslim statement of

faith. After the winter of 713-714, Musa and Tarik raided to

Saragossa and beyond before encountering stiff opposition and

deciding to spend the rest of the year in Galicia and Asturias in the

northwestern part of the Iberian peninsula. In late 714, when X^rik

and Musa left Spain for Damascus, Musa's son ' Abdal 'azTz remained

in Seville in charge of the newly conquered territory .^^^

In northwest Spain Roderic was succeeded by King Achila, who is

thought to have ruled for three years. Although he is not mentioned

in any chronicle, coins of his issued at Narbonne, Gerona, and

Tarragona have survived. ^^ The Witizanos were not, however, in any

position of power. 'Abdal 'azTz is thought to have married Roderic's

widow Egilona and is known to have continued the offensive

northward to the Pyrenees, conquering Pamplona, Tarragona,

Barcelona, and Gerona.

The accusations of Jewish collaboration are intriguing. The
earliest chronicles make no reference to the Jews. The first mention

of them in Christian sources is not, in fact, until Lucas of Tuy's
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Chronicle of the World in 1236. The Chronicle of the Moor Ar-Razi,

written in the mid-tenth century, is the first Muslim source to

attribute collaboration to the Jews. But an important distinction is

critical here. There is after-the-fact collaboration for giving aid to the

enemy after the enemy has already captured a city. There also is a

second, more treacherous, type of before-the-fact collaboration where

one aids the enemy in effecting a city's seizure. Ar-RazT and other

Muslim chroniclers who mention the Jews attribute only the first

type of collaboration to them. The first chronicler to accuse the Jews

of being traitors is Lucas of Tuy, writing more than four hundred

years after the event. Such an accusation likely tells one more about

Lucas than it does about the historical events surrounding the

Muslim conquest of Spain.

The only extant source that truly may be labeled as primary for

the Muslim invasion of Spain is a Christian one usually referred to

as the Chronicle of 754 but occasionally as the Latin Anonymous,

Anonymous of Cordoba, Chronicle of Isidore Pacensis, or Chronicle

of Isidore Hispalensis.^^ This chronicler speaks so intimately of

Cordoba and to a lesser extent Toledo that it is likely he once lived

in both. Benito Sanchez Alonso believes him to be a Mozarab

(Christian) writing in Muslim Cordoba.®^ The chronicle is in very

poor Latin, the result of barbarous Latinity plus extensive copying

and interpolation. It is, nonetheless, impartial and fairly complete.

Moreover, the author claims to have witnessed some of the events

which he describes. Regardless of whether or not he actually did, the

Chronicle of 754 is the most authoritative account of the conquest;

his successors, writing centuries later, may preserve early and correct

traditions but they should not be easily accepted when they

contradict him. Surprisingly, Roth makes no mention of the

Chronicle of 754, and Eliyahu Ashtor, although he is cognizant of it

and employs it on a number of occasions, passes over its account of

the conquest in favor of later (sometimes as much as nine centuries

later) Muslim sources.^ The Chronicle of 754 mentions civil war

among the Visigoths, the role played by Julian, and refers to ^Jarik's

invasions. The invaders "wickedly ravaged" the royal city of Toledo,

but treachery is attributed to the Jews neither in the fall of Toledo

nor in the fall of any of the other cities.

The first Muslim chronicle containing information on the

conquest does not appear until almost one hundred years after the

Chronicle of 754. 'Isa b. Muhammad lived in the first half of the

ninth century, and, although his original writings have been lost,

portions exist in Ibn Idhan's Al-Bayan al-mughrib.^^ Ibn 'IdharT's

work is one of the most important sources for the history of Muslim
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North Africa and Spain. Written in Marrakush in the thirteenth

century, it is a comprehensive history and is arranged chronologically.

For his details of the Muslim conquest of Spain, Ibn 'IdharT follows

^Isa b. Muhammad, who tells the story of Count Julian's daughter

having been molested by Roderic and reports that traitors supplied

boats to the Muslims. The Jews are neither mentioned as being

among the traitors nor as aiding and abetting Tarik as he progresses

through Spain.

Mapy of 'Isa b. Muhammad's details seem to have been copied by

•^Abd al-Malik b. Hablb, one of the most famous and influential

Andalusian scholars of his day. Born in approximately 796, Ibn

Hablb is known to have studied at Elvira and Cordoba, made the

pilgrimage and become acquainted with the legal doctrines of

Malikism, and to have written a universal history beginning with

creation and ending with his own time before he died at Cordoba in

853. By his own account, his works number over one-thousand, but

only two fragments survive. One is Manuscript 127 of the Bodleian

Library (Oxford); its Arabic text is unedited but Melchor M. Antuiia

obtained a photocopy of the portion referring to the conquest and
translated it into Spanish. Sanchez-Albornoz, in an introduction to

the translation, observed that the manuscript is not Ibn Hablb's

original but a greatly altered excerpt by Ibn Hablb's pupil, Ibn Abi

Rika.®® The excerpt is full of much fabulous and some absurd

material. The second fragment of Ibn Habib's work to survive exists

in the anonymous eleventh-century Fatho-l-Andalup.^^ Whereas the

Bodleian manuscript begins in the middle of the action when Musa
sends a man with red hair, cross-eyes, and a scarred hand (Tarik) to

Tangier to capture Christian ships and obtain information about

Spain, the narrative in this work is more complete. In the Bodleian

manuscript the Visigothic state is in chaos and traitors seek Muslim
assistance; in the Fatho-l-Andalup version of Ibn Hablb Count

Julian's daughter has been molested by Roderic. In neither version

do the Jews collaborate with the Muslim invaders.

Ibn "^Abd al-Hakam (d. 871) was an Egyptian chronicler and

author of a History of the Conquest of Egypt, North Africa, and

Spain. This is obviously not, as Roth asserts, the "earliest known
chronicle of the invasion." It is, nonetheless, an extremely valuable

work that contains important information on the topography and

financial administration of Egypt. Ibn "^Abd al-Hakam's point of

view is more that of legal scholar than historian, and he

consequently includes a long appendix listing the chief judges of

Egypt. He presents two different versions of the conquest of Spain

but neither mentions the Jews.®*
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Two Christian chronicles which deal with the conquest complete

the list of sources before the end of the ninth century. They make no

reference whatsoever to the Jews. The Albedensian Chronicle states

little more than in the third year of Roderic's reign the Muslims

conquered Spain and captured the Gothic Kingdom, which, even

now, they possess. The Chronicle of Alfonso III gives a slightly

fuller description. It explicitly accuses the Witizanos but not the

Jews of treachery which led to the downfall of Roderic and the

Visigothic state.^® Thus there exists not a single source, Muslim or

Christian, prior to the year 900 that contains any reference or even

hint of Jewish collaboration with the Muslim invaders of Spain.

The first mention of the Jews in a chronicle occurs in the work of

the Muslim historian Ahmad B. Muhammad ar-RazI. Ar-RazT wrote

numerous works, including a general history of Spain, a genealogy

of famous Andalusians, a description of the capital city of Cordoba,

and a geographical work on the roads and cities of al-Andalus. None
of these works is known in the original and only diverse portions

from a substantially later date are known of his general history. The

Chronicle of the Moor Ar-Razl was dictated by a bilingual Muslim

named Muhammad to a Portuguese cleric, Gil Perez, who did not

know Arabic. This was done under the patronage of King Dinis of

Portugal (1279-1325). No direct copy of this translation survives;

there are only innumerable and diverse fragments from later dates.^°

Saavedra transcribed and published two Castilian translations from

the Portuguese translation which exist in manuscript.^^ In neither of

these texts are the Jews mentioned, and the Witizanos are, as usual,

blamed for the invasion. In the version that survives in the General

Chronicle of 1344, there is a different story. The invasion is brought

about by the violation of Count Julian's daughter. Tarik proceeds

through Spain, taking Cordoba and then arriving at Toledo. The

Christians, however, have fled the city, leaving the Jews to the mercy

of the invaders. The Jews make their peace with Tarik, and, in

return, he places them in charge of the city.^^ \[ [^ clear by this

account that the Jews have not betrayed a Christian populace

because the Christians have fled. No treachery can be attributed to

their actions. In addition it should be noted that it is not certain that

this story exists in the original chronicle.

Casting some doubt on whether or not the story of the Jews

garrisoning Toledo existed in Ar-RazT's original (or, if it existed,

whether it is accurate) is the History of the Conquest of Spain by

Ibn al-KiitTya.''^ Al-KGtrya (d. 971) lived in Cordoba and was a

descendant of Visigothic nobility. Renowned for his knowledge of

grammar and lexicography, al-Kutrya also won fame as a poet,
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judge, and historian. His History was dictated and recorded by one

of his students. It starts with an account of the internal situation of

the Visigothic state and ends with the reign of 'Abd al-Rahman III.

Al-KjjtTya reports Count Julian's desire for vengeance. Tarik defeats

Roderic thanks to the treachery of the Witizanos, and he takes Ecija,

Cordoba, and Seville. Despite the fact that al-KijtTya knew and used

Ar-RazT's chronicle, the Jews are not mentioned.

There are three Christian works of significance for the conquest

that survive from the period 900 to 1200. The Pseudo-Isidorian

Chronicle was apparently written in the tenth or perhaps eleventh

century by an unknown Mozarab in Toledo. Ramon Menendez

Pidal believes that this work was originally written in Arabic (and

only later translated into Latin) and that the author was familiar

with Arabic sources and Arabic translations of Latin sources. ^^

Pseudo-Isidore is the first Christian account to report the vengeance

of Julian on his daughter's behalf. According to him, it was Witiza,

not Roderic, who violated the Count's daughter. Tarik invades but

in the meantime Witiza has died and it is Roderic who is defeated by

Tarik. He takes Cordoba and settles in Toledo, but there is no

reference to the Jews. The History of the Monk of Silos follows the

Pseudo-Isidorian account, and, although the Witizanos are accused

of deserting Roderic on the battlefield, the Jews are not mentioned.^^

They are also not mentioned in the Iriensian Chronicle, a church

history that survives only in the Historic Composteliana written c.

1140.^® This last work mentions neither the treachery of the

Witizanos nor the violation of Julian's daughter, though it does

assert that Roderic's tomb is at Viseu in Portugal.

The Jews are mentioned by the anonymous Muslim author of the

Akhbar madjmu'^a, a short chronicle of the early eleventh century

preserving traditions that date from as early as the eighth and ninth

centuries.^^ This chronicle relates Roderic's violation of Count

Julian's daughter and reports that Witiza's "sons," Oppa and

Sisebert, desert Roderic on the battlefield. After defeating Roderic,

T^ri^ divides his army into several parts. Mughith ar-Rumi leads

one set of troops against Cordoba and, after a siege of three months,

captures the city. Another set of troops is sent to the province of

Elvira where they find "many Jews." They take possession of

Granada and entrust the garrisoning of the city to the Jews and a

"detachment" of their own troops. They continue on to Malaga, the

capital of the province of Rayya, but they find neither Jews nor

Christians as all residents have fled. Tarij^, leading yet a different set

of troops, captures Toledo, but no mention is made of the Jews.

Musa arrives one year later and, after a lengthy siege, he conquers
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Seville where he utilizes Jews in his garrison/^ The Jews, however,

have done nothing treasonous. After the Muslims have taken control

of a city, the Jews of that city cooperate, but even in this cooperation

the Muslims are still careful to leave uroops of their own with the

garrison.

There exist three more Muslim chronicles which deserve

examination. The Fatho-l-Andalu^i is an anonymous work dating to

c. 1100.^8 In this account, TSrilc takes Seville and Ecija by

capitulation and Cordoba by siege. Musa, not Tarik, takes Toledo,

and Musa is forced to recapture Seville. When he does this, he

utilizes Jews in his garrison. This conflicts with Ibn HabTb's version

of the conquest, where Cordoba is taken by capitulation rather than

the sword, but the chronicler then incorporates Ibn HabTb's account

and places it immediately after his own. 'Izz al-DIn Ibn al-AthTr

(1160-1233) spent most of his life in Mosul but made repeated

journeys to Baghdad. His Annals of the Maghreb and of Spain states

that Tarik finds Toledo deserted and utilizes the Jews in his garrison

and that Mijsa establishes a garrison with Jews in Seville one year

later.80 Al-MaljikarT (1591-1631) was born at Tlemcen and died at

Cairo. His History of the Mohammedan Dynasties of Spain was

written at the request of scholars in Damascus, and, though from a

significantly later date, it preserves a great deal of material that

would not otherwise be known. Al-MakkarT accepts all earlier

sources which report that Jews helped garrison cities, and

consequently has them garrisoning Cordoba, Granada, Malaga,

Toledo, and Seville.^^ Even if this were true, and it is by no means

certain, the Jews are neither involved as a reason for the invasion

nor do they participate in the invading forces. Their actions are

obviously no more, and probably quite less, collaborative than the

actions of Christian cities that capitulated.

Why, then, have modern historians so freely accepted the story of

Jewish collaboration with the Muslim invaders? Part of the reason

lies with what they perceive as the Visigothic treatment of the Jews

as compared to the treatment the Jews received at the hands of the

Muslims. Part of the reason is that many commentators have

thought al-Mat:l^arT more reliable than earlier sources which neglect

the Jews. When interpreting al-MaKl^arl they frequently bring

romantic notions that emphasize medieval siege-warfare rather than

the more common negotiation and surrender. But the major reason

has to do with one well-placed anti-Semite. Lucas of Tuy wrote his

Chronicle of the World in Latin in the middle of the thirteenth

century, and it was translated into Spanish at a later date. Although

it purports to be a universal history, it is very provincial in its
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outlook. Lucas ends his account with the capture of Cordoba by San

Fernando III in 1236. Lucas of Tuy was unfamiliar with the Arabic

sources as he makes no reference to the Jews garrisoning Cordoba or

Seville; he seems to have drawn heavily from Isidore of Seville, the

Chronicle of Alfonso III and the History of the Monk of Silos.

Lucas tells the story that as Tarik's forces proceed to Toledo the

Jews open the city gates to them while the Christians are occupied

in their Palm Sunday procession.^^ Yhe Muslims then put all

Christians to the sword. Lucas does not, however, list an earlier

source for this event.

Rodrigo Jimenez de Rada (1171-1247) was a graduate of Paris and

Bologna, chief advisor to San Fernando III, a participant in the

victory of Las Navas de Tolosa (1212), a major Church reformer who
attended Lateran Council IV, and, from 1208 on. Archbishop of

Toledo. He began the building of the present cathedral at Toledo,

encouraged scholars such as Michael Scot and Mark of Toledo, knew
Arabic, and wrote a number of historical works. His History of the

Goths relates the Arabic stories of Jews garrisoning cities but does

not mention Lucas's story concerning Toledo.*^ It is clear, however,

that he was familiar with Lucas's chronicle as he employed it on a

number of other occasions. Acceptance of Lucas of Tuy's story of the

downfall of Toledo was achieved, despite Jimenez's rejection, shortly

thereafter. The Primera cronica general, begun in 1270 at the behest

of Alfonso X el Sabio who participated in its composition, accepts

without reservation the accusation by Lucas against the Jews.®^

From this point on, Lucas's story is accepted as fact by Gil de

Zamora and numerous other Spanish writers.

There are a number of factors operating in the thirteenth century

that increased anti-Semitism and might explain why an accusation

of Jewish collaboration was so readily believed. One factor was

certainly socioeconomic rivalry. Another was perhaps an increased

desire for conversion spurred on by an active and renewed lay piety

and spearheaded by a succession of strong, reforming popes such as

Innocent III. Jeremy Cohen, in a provocative and recent work, has

argued that the Dominicans and Franciscans were especially

responsible for creating a new mentality that left no room for Jews

to exist in Catholic Europe.^^ One of the most interesting

suggestions has been that Christians frequently categorized Jews

with Muslims since they both rejected the Holy Trinity, claimed

physical descent from the same ancestor, and used closely related

languages.** If Jews happened to be agents of a foreign Islamic

conspiracy, they had to be degraded, converted, exiled, or killed. Very

effective propaganda for such an end would be provided if it could
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be established that the perfidy of the Jews led to the overthrow of the

Visigoths. Such a fact sheds new light on thirteenth-century

chronicles. Jewish "collaboration" is very much a thirteenth-century

creation, but, like so many creations of the thirteenth century, it is

one that still exercises a powerful influence on the twentieth-century

imagination.
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